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Amusement Game
Certification of Permissibility Number 2-804

         Ticket Casino

NAME OF GAME: Ticket Casino

MANUFACTURER: Pinballsales.com
1645 Oak St.
Lakewood, NJ 08701

APPLICANT: Jack Guarnieri Service Co.
1645 Oak St.
Lakewood, NJ 08701

The above-mentioned game is approved for use in New Jersey as an amusement game, as
defined in the Amusement Game Licensing Law, N.J.S.A. 5:8-100 et seq. ("Law"), and the
regulations promulgated thereunder, N.J.A.C. 13:3-1.1 et seq. ("Regulations"). This approval is
based upon information supplied by the applicant at the time of application for certification. The
game must be operated in accordance with the specifications submitted and the terms of this
certification. Any modification of the manufacturer's specifications or the specified method of play
immediately voids this certification.

It is unlawful to license or operate any amusement game in the State of New Jersey without
a valid Certification of Permissibility or in a manner not in accordance with Certification of
Permissibility issued for the game. This Certification of Permissibility contains four pages. 
This is page 1 of 4.
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GAME DESCRIPTION

The Ticket Casino game is a single player video redemption game with multiple games.  The
available games for the Ticket Casino game are as follows:

Blackjack
The Blackjack game follows the general rules of blackjack where the player competes against
the dealer to see who can get the closest to twenty-one (21) without going over.  The player can
wager from 1 to 5 credits per hand.  The dealer must stand on any hand of 17 or higher and the
dealer must hit on any hand of 16 or below.  By default, the player wins the same amount of
tickets as their wager on a draw; they receive two times their wager amount in tickets on a win;
and three times their wager amount in tickets if they get blackjack (an ace and a face card on the
initial draw).  

Jacks or Better
The Jacks or Better game follows the general rules of five (5) card draw poker where the player
is drawn 5 cards, selects to hold any cards they choose, discard cards and or replace the
discarded cards with a new draw.  The player can wager from 1 to 5 credits per hand. The goal is
to get the best 5-card poker hand as possible.  Each winning poker hand is awarded an amount of
tickets based upon the posted prize schedule, where a Royal Flush is the top prize and a pair of
Jacks or Better is the lowest winning prize.

Jokers Wild
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The Jacks or Better game follows the general rules of five (5) card draw poker where the player is
drawn 5 cards, selects to hold any cards they choose, discard cards and or replace the discarded
cards with a new draw.  The Joker cards are included in this game as  wild cards and can act as any
card in the deck. The player can wager from 1 to 5 credits per hand. The goal is to get the best 5-card
poker hand as possible.  Each winning poker hand is awarded an amount of tickets based upon the
posted prize schedule, where a Royal Flush is the top prize and a Pair is the lowest winning prize.

Americana Slots
The Americana Slot game consists of five (5) spinning video reels that the player can stop the
reels in an attempt to create a combination of symbols which award predefined amounts of
tickets as prizes, free spins, and/or chances to play for a bonus game.  Ten (10) free spins are
awarded when the “I-Play America” symbol is present on the first, third and fifth reels.  Entrance
to the Bonus Game is awarded when the TNT Bonus Round symbol is present on the first, third
and fifth reels.  In the bonus round, the player selects 5 of 15 firecracker symbols and wins
tickets according to the prizes hidden behind the chosen firecrackers.  The player has the option
to stop each reel separately by touching the reel or stopping all the reels at once by pressing the
“Stop” button.  During game play if the player does not interact with the game by stopping any
or all the reels within an allotted amount of time then the reels will stop on their own.  If the reels
stop on their own, the game will evaluate the present symbols on the pay line and award tickets
according to the posted prize schedule. 
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Slot Pirate
The Slot Pirate game consists of five (5) spinning video reels that the player can stop the reels in
an attempt to create a combination of symbols which award predetermined amounts of tickets as
prizes, free spins, and/or chances to play for a bonus game.  Ten (10) free spins are awarded
when the “I-Play America” symbol is present on the first, third and fifth reels. Entrance to Bonus
Game is awarded when the Pirate Face symbol is present on the first, third and fifth reels.  In the
bonus game, the player selects 5 to 15 treasure chest symbols and wins tickets according to the
prizes hidden behind the chosen chests. The player has the option to stop each reel separately by
touching the reel or stopping all the reels at once by pressing the “Stop” button. During game
play if the player does not interact with the game by stopping any or all the reels within an
allotted amount of time then the reels will stop on their own.  If the reels stop on their own the
game will evaluate the present symbols on the pay line and award tickets according to the posted
prize schedule. 

Reel Em In Slots
The Reel Em In Slot game consists of five (5) spinning video reels that the player can stop in an
attempt to create a combination of symbols which award predefined amounts of tickets as prizes,
free spins, and/or chances to play for a bonus game.  Ten (10) free spins are awarded when the
“I-Play America” symbol is present on the first, third and fifth reels. Entrance to the Bonus
Game is awarded when the Fisherman Bonus Round symbol is present on the first, third and fifth
reels.  In the bonus game, the player gets to cast their fishing line five (5) times at the fish
swimming below in an attempt to win tickets or additional casts according to the prizes hidden
behind any fish they hooked at the end of the line. The player has the option to stop each reel
separately by touching the reel or stopping all the reels at once by pressing the “Stop” button.
During game play if the player does not interact with the game by stopping any or all the reels
within an allotted amount of time then the reels will stop on their own.  If the reels stop on their
own, the game will evaluate the present symbols on the pay line and award tickets according to
the posted prize schedule. 

Software identification:  

Version - Ticket Casino v1.1.0

Note:  The software which controls the operation of the Ticket Casino device was identified by the
independent lab as version Ticket Casino v1.1.0 The software which controls the operation of the
game is housed directly on the main Central Processing Unit (CPU) board.  For software verification
purposes the above mentioned software version Ticket Casino v1.1.0 can be identified on the
graphic page of the display mode when the game is idle, as well as upon entering the Main Menu.
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This certification is not a license to operate the captioned gambling device. The device may
only be operated in a location specifically approved for the operation of amusement games pursuant
to the Law and Regulations.

The Commission reserves the right to suspend, revoke or modify this certification upon
notice to the manufacturer and/or applicant.
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